Challenge Prof. the Boff!

This is Prof. the Boff. Prof. thinks he is king of the animals!

Think of an animal and Prof. the Boff reckons he has the facts. Hmmm ... This will be a bit of a challenge then! Can we trip Prof. the Boff up? Well, we got Tom, a lad from Kent, to grill him on wolves. Is Prof. the Boff the king of cubs? Is he a whizz on wolves? Is ...

Can we just get on with it?

Prof. the Boff: Bring it on!

Tom: If I trapped a wolf cub, is it OK to have it as a pet?

Prof.: No! But dogs belong to the wolf family. Get a dog and you will have a bit of a wolf as a pet.
**Tom:** Can a wolf live for long?  
Gran has a wolf in the kitchen then!

**Prof.:** Ha! Yes!

**Tom:** Is a wolf a mammal?

**Prof.:** Yes, it is a mammal as it has lungs and, when it is a cub, it drinks its mum’s milk.

**Tom:** Just checking. And if I want to spot a wolf, I go to?

**Prof.:** Alaska ...

**Tom:** You will ask who? Your mum?

**Prof.:** Can I finish? It is best to go to Alaska and Canada to spot wolves.

**Tom:** Can a wolf live for long?

**Prof.:** Wolves can live to be 10. The oldest got to 17!

**Tom:** What can kill a wolf?

**Prof.:** Illness, scraps with wolves in the pack ... and us.

**Tom:** Us?

**Prof.:** Yup! We hunt them for fun or when they kill our chickens and pets.